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A curvy librarian in desperate need of a date + a bear shifter in search of a home + the past that's

pursuing him = one sweet and steamy small-town romance!Sidney Lewis is an eternally-single maid

of honor with no date for the wedding. Nothing exciting ever happens to her... until she finds a

naked stranger unconscious on her patio. She only means to help him, but once he wakes up, she's

irresistibly drawn to sexy, charismatic Kayden. When her overbearing mother comes knocking on

the door, Sidney impulsively pretends that Kayden's her wedding date. But with attraction sizzling

between them, soon the pretense becomes reality.Powerful bear shifter Kayden Hunt helped his

clan escape from a dangerous alpha. Now all he needs is to find them a peaceful, quiet home. The

small town of Linden Creek seems like the perfect place to settle down. Especially when he

recognizes Sidney as his fated mate.The cozy small-town life with its nosy neighbors and Sidney's

large family is all Kayden ever wanted. But when his past catches up with him, will he be able to

keep his new home? And can he protect his mate from the danger that follows him?This is a sizzling

hot, standalone BBW bear shifter romance, third in the Enforcer Bears series. No cliffhangers!
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Sidney met Kaeden in a very unusual way during a thunderstorm; lightening struck and she saw a

bear in her back yard. When she turned around to look out the patio door, she saw a naked man

who was unconscious. She took a sheet off of the clothesline and covered him. She went back in

the house to call for help. The doorbell rang and her mother came into the house and started giving

Sidney the third degree when she stopped talking and stared at Kaeden. Sidney said he was her

date to the two weddings that would take place in a couple of weeks. This book is a sweet love story

that includes bear shifters. This story is worth reading to find what happens next. Enjoy!

Sydney Lewis, a libarian and maid of honor in her cousin Cloe (who we met in HUNTER BEAR) and

her best friend Eve (who we met in BEAR COP) 's wedding. She was looking for a date to go with

her to the wedding but as always no one wasn't jumping at the chance to fill the spot. That was until

she found a naked man on her patio, nursed him back to health. There was an instant attraction

between the mystery man and Sidney. Everything was going well, only to have her mother show her

at her place which put Sidney in an impossible situation.The quick thinker that she was, Sidney

informed her mother that Kayden was her date to the wedding. That piece of information made the

older woman's day. Kayden Hunt, a bear shifter helped his clan escaped from a cruel and

dangerous Alpha. He's been looking for a place for them to call home, he made it to Linden Creek

and he would be to sad if he and his clan settled there.When he found himself wounded and

unconscious on Sidney's doorstep he never expected that the woman who tend to him would

chance his life. Linden Creek seemed like the perfect place cause it was vast, beautiful and it was

where his mate lived. When his past found him, Kayden did what any person would do to protect his

loved ones.WEDDING BEAR is the third book in Zoe Chant's ENFORCER BEAR series, this book

was fabulous. Loved the family reunion between Chris, Stevens and their estranged brother, Logan.

Another great treat for the paranormal bear shifter lovers. This one is a rather sweet and hot sexy

story. When Kayden Hunt comes charging into Sydney's garden during a terrific thunderstorm as

huge bear, life as she knows it is about to take a left turn and head west. Kayden is on the run from

his brutal clan and his alpah's second in command. He has broken off from the them and in the

process some of the others have decided to fallow him into what they hope will be a new and better

life. The old is into brutality, and crime and it's members are cowed by an Iron Fist in the Iron Claw

Clan.Sydney is the eternal Brides's Maid never the bride and when Kayden shows up and turns up

nude on her porch and then stumbles into the middle of her living room, just as her mother arrives to

harangue her about not having a boyfriend or a even a date for her sister's wedding: well things just



fall into place. She introduces him in his bed sheet covering as her date for the wedding. The story

heats up and things happen. I know you will really like this one.

Badly needed editing. With that said, this was a very cute love story. Initially, I did not care for

Sidney. She seemed to lack confidence and it bugged me. Throughout the book she learned to love

herself, while falling for the gorgeous Kayden. He is hot and has the biggest heart. This is such an

adorable love story. Love of oneself, family and friends. I took a star off for editing. Editing is

important. Sometimes it's so bad it disrupts the flow of the story. Highly recommend if you're looking

for a quick short read. Enjoy!

Overall enjoyed the love story between Kayden & Sidney. This was more of one person trying to

find a safe haven for themselves and their charges. While another trying to obtain acceptance from

their family. What both find is love and acceptance of themselves and each other. This story has

some twist and turns that will have you saying oh no. Sex scenes are tasteful.

Book was good, but not great. There were some very blatant errors that any proof reader should

have caught. One of the most blatant ones was the bear chasing Karen and his clan, most of the

time he was Blood Claw, then all of a sudden he turned in to Blood Paw. Unacceptable! Characters

could have been better developed, and there was a lot of repetition of dialogue.

This was a book that makes you feel good after you read it.Shifter books are the best,there is

violence but it is always because the bear is protecting his mate.Don't we all wish our husbands

were more like the bears?The characters in the story were so realistic.The end of the book was

great,but you have to read the book to find out what happened.

I read this straight through. This is a cute and sexy story that has a steady plot. The characters were

likeable and easy to understand. Sydney is like everyone's best friend and you are happy when she

finally gets a good guy.
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